Seminar/Training/Workshop organized by institute

- **Workshop on Linux Administration & Programming**

A one day Workshop on "Linux Administration & Programming" was organized by Dept. of Computer Technology for the Third Year students of Computer Technology on 17th Jan 2015. The workshop was sponsored by 'Industry-Institute Partnership Cell' (IIPC) under AICTE. Mr. Tushar Kute & members of Nashik Linux User Group were the resource persons. The students had hands on experience of: 1. Installation of Ubuntu 14.10 OS with dual boot option of Windows Xp. 2. Different applications like VLC, Firefox, Libre Office, Alternate open source applications on Linux, Different desktops like Gnome, KDE, Cinnamon, Xfce etc., Nautilus v/s Windows Explorer, WINE emulator for Windows applications etc. 3. Software Installation with apt-get, .deb package installation & Synaptic package manager. 4. C, C++ & Java Programming. 5. Linux Administration- The start-up and shutdown scripts in /etc/rc.d, Linux administration commands, Remote desktop access using vnc, ssh protocols, Establishing telnet connection and using its terminal, Windows desktop access using rdp. 6. Controlling Removable storage devices disabling in Linux.

- **Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp for “Computer Group”:**

A three day Entrepreneurship awareness camp was organized by Dept. of Information Technology Department for the Third Year students of Computer Technology from 14th Jan 2015 to 16th Jan 2015. Mrs.Nalini Kulkarni, Managing Director, Amol Industries, Ambad, Nashik, Mr.Sunil Chandak, Director, Mr.Hemant Patil, Trainer, Mr.Sandeep Kuyate, Trainer, Udyogwardhini, Nashik, Mr.Paresh Jhakotia, Project Manager, Tranqueel Softwares, Nashik, Mrs. Bhagyaashree Kenge, Web Editor and Content Writer at Marathiworld.com & Cyber Edge software Solutions were the resource persons. The students gained the knowledge about How to become a successful entrepreneur?, Qualities that should be developed for a successful entrepreneur. Goal Setting in Life and Personality Development, Job opportunities in all the facets of IT field, How to analyze the potential for choosing the appropriate career path? Business opportunities in Hardware Field. Cyber IT Solutions, Website Development and Hosting, Project Report Writing, Market Survey and Government Schemes. Feedback by students regarding the camp was good and they found this entrepreneurship camp very useful for them.

- **Industrial Visit to Global Tech Solutions**

The department of Information Technology had arranged an industrial visit for the Second year students to ‘GlobalTech Solutions’ on 1st January 2015. Mr.Jayesh Buwa(Managing Director,Globaltech Solutions) introduced the students to the concept of project development lifecycle. He also explained them the tips and techniques for interviews conducted by top MNC’s and how to crack them. This was followed by a discussion on the different projects
undertaken by the company and finally demos of the projects were shown. The students gained an insight of the ongoing project developments in the Information Technology sector.

• Celebration of Jeevanshaili Saptaah.

The “Jeevan Shaili” saptaah was celebrated with enthusiasm by the College from 25th January 2015 to 30th January 2015. The weeks started by taking an oath on the first day wherein the students swore in for not using plastic articles, saving of natural resources like water, petrol, electricity etc. Various competitions like diet recipes, poster competitions and days like no mobile day, no private vehicle day were observed by the staff and students. On 29th January a seminar was conducted for the first year students to convey the importance of improving the lifestyle for a better tomorrow. Ms.Mukta Nawarekar(Member, Nirmal Gram Nirman Kendra) was the speaker for the talk and she guided the students about improving the lifestyle by applying the techniques of nonuse and reuse of articles, the various ways of utilizing and saving the resources etc.

• Seminar on Nanotechnology

Department of Electronics and Telecommunication and Communication Engineering had organized an expert lecture in association with IIPC for third year students on 13/1/2015. Mr. Nanasaheb Gurule , Asst. Professor at KKWIEER was the speaker. He explained the origin of nanotechnology. He guided to students regarding fundamental concepts, tools and techniques and applications of used nanotechnology. In this way the seminar was very beneficial for student.

• Seminar on Career Guidance

Department of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering had organized an expert lecture in association with IIPC for second year students on 23/1/2015. Mr. Tushar Patvardhan was the speaker. He is a director of Tushar udyog. He guided to students about career opportunities and entrepreneur career path and important characteristics of entrepreneurs like, risk taking, ambition, optimize, creativity, leadership qualities, self confidence etc. In this way the seminar was very informative for students.

• Visit to Bansi Electronics workshop, Nashik.

• A study visit was organized by the Department of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering for First year students at the Bansi Electronics Workshop, Nashik on 31st January
2015. Bansi Electronics Workshop is manufacturing and designing workshop of Printed Circuit Boards. Mrs. R.B. Khanderay was the expert. She explained the PCB making procedure and guided about the PCB software. Students got the knowledge about PCB manufacturing process, Automatic Equipments for Etching operation, Screen Printing, Screen Exposures, and Testing Equipments for checking PCB etc. The visit proved very informative to first year students.

- **Alumni Interaction with students:**

Ms. Addepalli Lavanya, a Research Scholar (Ph.D. student) of Valencia University, Spain and the alumna of 2006 batch visited K. K. Wagh Women's Polytechnic on 10th Jan 2015 and had an interaction with second year & third year students of Computer Technology department. She shared her progress in educational career from Diploma to Research scholar (Ph.D.). She briefed about her research work in social networking. In her interaction, She guided about the importance of projects and new trends of projects, how to make use of already searched data to develop analytically oriented softwares, how to present and publish survey papers at diploma level and how to switch to research papers. Finally, she suggested students to develop career in the field of their own interest and not to follow others. The students asked questions / queries about higher education in India and abroad and how to prepare for it? The students enjoyed the interaction with Lavanya and appreciated her achievements in research field.
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